Introduction {#sec1}
============

Accurate cell sorting is of significance in a variety of biomedical applications including cytotherapy. When referring to accurate cell sorting, it suggests not only isolating target cell types from a heterogeneous population but also sorting healthy and active target cells out of senescent cells. The need for such accurate cell sorting can be further illustrated by its application in mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) therapy. MSCs are originally identified from bone marrow--derived stromal cells with multipotency to differentiate into certain tissue types, such as bone and cartilage [@bib8], [@bib4]. They have been intensively investigated in the field of regeneration therapy, especially in orthopaedic surgery [@bib12]. For example, MSC therapy holds a good promise for osteoarthritis, a prevalent debilitating age-related bone and joint problem [@bib1]. Yet, the clinical performance of MSC therapy is still unsatisfactory because of hugely variable results and low reproductivity [@bib32]. The intrinsic heterogeneity and uncertain cellular status of MSCs are the major concerns for cytotherapy, which should be carefully addressed in clinical practice in the future.

A successful MSC therapy relies on a sufficient population of pure and active MSCs. However, MSCs are scarce in the human body and are mixed with other types of cells [@bib33], [@bib41], [@bib54]. Even for a purified cell population, the difference in cellular status, young and active or senescent stage, will also affect their differentiation potential and ultimately therapeutic efficacy [@bib60]. Not surprisingly, senescent MSCs exhibited a decreased stemness [@bib10]. The decreased stemness leads to reduced differential potential, ending up with poor therapeutic efficacy. By contrast, MSCs with low senescence index tend to perform better in tissue regeneration. This is evident in the case of cell-based therapy for cartilage regeneration where the group with a smaller ratio of senescent MSCs demonstrated a better chondrogenic potential [@bib68]. Therefore, the quality of the cells plays an essential role in therapeutic efficacy. There is an urgent yet unmet need to develop a cost-effective and accurate sorting approach for MSCs with higher stemness in an attempt to achieve a better clinical outcome.

Currently, cell sorting strategies can be classified into either label-based or label-free techniques. A typical example of label-based cell sorting is fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). In the FACS system, targeted cells are first bound to fluorescent detection antibodies according to their surface biomarkers. Based on the fluorescent signals, the cells are separated one after another. Although FACS has been considered as the "gold standard" in cell sorting, its high operating pressure may induce harm to the functionality and viability of sample cells. In addition, it is costly to operate because of the labelling process. Moreover, it relies strongly on the existing studies about the surface markers of target cells. However, a single biomarker that accounts for MSCs and their stemness has not been discovered yet. Hence, multiple biomarkers shall be labelled at the same time in the FACS system for stem cell isolation. Moreover, MSCs from different species have different surface markers for sorting: cluster of differentiation (CD146), CD105, alkaline Phosphatase (ALP), STROMAL-1 (STRO-1) and vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM1) in humans and CD105, CD90 and VCAM1 in the mouse [@bib4]. Even for human MSCs, surface markers still vary with their origins. Data suggest that specific classes of tissue progenitors from different tissues have specific surface markers. For instance, STRO-1 is expressed in MSCs from the bone marrow but absent in adipose tissue MSCs [@bib52], [@bib16]. All these factors and variation make label-based cell sorting of MSCs a complex and costly method. Considering the aforementioned limitations of label-based methods, isolating cells without labelling is preferred. Existing label-free strategies distinguish cells based on the physical features of cells such as size, deformability and intrinsic polarisability [@bib49], [@bib3]. Without labelling, this method is generally high in throughput and low in cost. Although MSCs can be isolated from the bone marrow by their size differences in a recent work carried out by Lee et al [@bib26], cells with low multipotency are hardly eliminated because cell size is not necessarily a marker for stemness [@bib27]. Hence, existing label-free methods based on physical features of cells are not able to isolate young and active MSCs from a heterogeneous population. A new separation marker is needed aside from cell size and surface markers.

Cellular migration could be used as a new clue for cell sorting. The direction and speed of the migration, especially in stem cells, are affected and regulated by biophysical and biochemical gradients of the extracellular matrix (ECM) [@bib21], [@bib62]. At the same time, such directionality and speed decrease with the level of senescent status [@bib40], [@bib9]. As mentioned, senescent stem cells are a population of cells with low stemness having limited therapeutic efficacy in regenerative medicine. Hence, senescent MSCs with low motility are likely to be associated with low stemness. The difference in the direction and speed among diverse types and status of cells enables cell migration to be a novel marker for label-free sorting. In a natural MSC population, only the target and active cells would migrate fast and directionally in response to the designed patterns of the biochemical and biophysical gradients in the ECM. To establish such a well-defined ECM, hydrogels provide a suitable solution. Hydrogel scaffolds are flexible enough to be embedded with various biophysical and biochemical gradients through various techniques, such as photolithography, micromolding and 3D printing [@bib64], [@bib70], [@bib71]. A hydrogel scaffold with a desired pattern of gradients will guide target cells to an intended site. With such a design, accurately sorting target stem cells from a heterogeneous population can be achieved, improving the therapeutic efficacy.

Although there are abundant studies on cell migration under biophysical or biochemical gradients and the fabrication of gradients, a gap remains about how to combine them for cell sorting. In this mini-review, the discussion on the feasibility of this approach will start by introducing the influence of ECM biochemical and biophysical gradients on cell migration, in terms of directionality and speed. Afterwards, we will introduce and compare existing methods for fabrication of hydrogels with these gradients. The feasibility of using hydrogels with gradients for stem cell sorting will then be deliberated through analysing the existing research on cell migration over gradient ECM. As cellular migration is common behaviour to most of the cells, existing examples of migration-based cell sorting regarding both MSCs and other cell types will be discussed. Finally, the research gap between cell migration and cell sorting will be filled by proposing the design of hydrogel scaffolds with gradients for accurate label-free stem cell sorting.

Effect of ECM factors on cell migration {#sec2}
=======================================

Cell migration through 3D ECM is essential for many physiological and pathological processes, including tissue morphogenesis, tissue repair and regeneration, immune responses and wound healing [@bib5], [@bib13]. All these processes are crucial for satisfactory therapeutic efficacy of stem cell therapy. Such a kind of migration can be considered as a directional movement of a single cell or group of collective cells in response to external signals [@bib30]. A comprehensive understanding of these processes will help design the cell sorting strategies better.

When cells migrate, they must generate traction forces against the substrates, which involves numerous procedures. Briefly, it can be described by three steps: directional sensing, polarization, and movement [@bib46], [@bib55]. Cells spread broad lamellipodia or spike-like filopodia that contact with the adhesion sites (fibronectin, collagen, laminin, vitronectin and fibrin) of the ECM via an ECM--integrin--cytoskeleton linkage to gain a strong enough traction force [@bib48]. Therefore, such a process is mediated by integrins together with other adhesion receptors through interactions between the cytoskeleton and ECM [@bib14]. These receptors have the affinity to the molecules such as fibronectin, collagen, laminin, vitronectin and fibrin in ECM the [@bib22], [@bib69]. Concurrently, the ECM provides adhesion sites supporting the cells to exert forces against biophysical barriers to migrate. Throughout this process, the ECM plays an important role by its biophysical and biochemical signals.

ECM acts as biophysical cues to determine cell migration directions .The rigidity of the ECM acts as biophysical cues to determine cell migration directions. Lo and his group first described the migration of healthy 3T3 fibroblasts controlled by gradients of substrate rigidity [@bib30]. 3T3 fibroblasts showed preference of a stiffer substrate over the soft part, which was named as "durotaxis" in their study. The directional movement of cells to a stiffer site is mediated through the focal adhesion kinase (FAK)/phosphopaxillin/vinculin signalling pathway [@bib42]. These results suggest that the biophysical property, particularly stiffness, of the ECM can determine the direction of cell migration.

For biochemical factors, cells sense a concentration gradient of a specific chemical and migrate to the high-concentration end along the gradient, which is known as chemotaxis. For example, leukocytes, including monocytes, lymphocytes, eosinophils, and neutrophils, can be attracted by formyl peptides to aggregate, and this can result in an immune response towards an infection site [@bib38], [@bib73]. The chemokines (e.g., formyl peptides) are homoeostatic or inflammatory and implicated in the cell migration process associated with tissue development, maintenance, and repair [@bib31], [@bib24]. Both inflammatory and homoeostatic chemokines regulate the mobility of cells by interacting with G protein--linked transmembrane receptors called chemokine receptors. As the ECM serves as a container or medium to store or diffuse chemokines, the biochemical gradients inside will induce directional migration of the target cells.

Design and fabrication of hydrogels with biophysical and biochemical gradients {#sec3}
==============================================================================

In the literature, gradients are generally understood to be structures with a gradually spatio-temporal transition in at least one of their properties [@bib15]. Hydrogels are intensively used as the artificial ECM in the investigation of cell--matrix interaction because of their remarkable biocompatibility and adjustability. A variety of methods have been developed to establish biophysical and biochemical gradients in hydrogel scaffolds as they are the two major gradients widely studied in the ECM.

Biophysical gradients {#sec3.1}
---------------------

Biophysical gradients mainly refer to gradual changes in stiffness, stress/strain or porosity/pore size of hydrogels. Because of their influence on intracellular signalling and transfer of nutrients and metabolites, gradients in porosity/pore size are less studied in cell migration [@bib64]. On the contrary, both stiffness and stress/strain gradients have been widely studied for their influence on cell migration [@bib43], [@bib56], [@bib72]. Consequently, this review will focus on the biophysical gradients in stiffness and stress/strain.

Stiffness is normally reflected as Young\'s modulus and can be achieved by a variety of methods. The simplest method of achieving is automatic diffusion. A gradient of crosslinker is formed by diffusing molecules in a condensed solution all the way down to the dilute area ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). In the process of crosslinking, the site with more crosslinkers will become stiffer. Although a gradient as steep as 142.6 kPa/mm was created in this way, it took hours to complete [@bib19]. A similar but faster approach is dynamic mixture, in which gradients could be generated in only 45s through mixing solutions of high and low concentration with dynamic speeds ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Besides, for photo-crosslinking hydrogels, covering the hydrogel precursor with either stationary or sliding greyscale masks has shown a capability in creating gradients effectively ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). For example, a linear stiffness of 170 kPa/mm could be produced within 4 min by sliding a greyscale mask over the hydrogel precursor [@bib57]. Presented in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D, applying an external current to the hydrogel whose gelation is pH dependent for 8 min leaded to the formation of stiffness gradients [@bib53]. In the same manner, a temperature gradient throughout the thermosensitive hydrogel precursor during 30-min gelation resulted in a stiffness gradient, as shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E [@bib37]. Apart from previous methods based on the concentration gradients of precursors or gradients in the crosslinking level, the structure of the hydrogel bulk can bring about stiffness gradients as well. In the recent work carried out by Shu et al [@bib50], the stiffness gradient resulted from the thickness gradients in the structure of the hydrogel bulk, in which the stiffness decreased with thickness ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F).Figure 1(A) Gradients induced by automatic diffusion [@bib19]; (B) Gradients induced by dynamic mixture [@bib34]; (C) Gradients induced by stationary greyscale mask [@bib47]/sliding greyscale mask [@bib57]; (D) Gradients controlled by current [@bib53]; (E) Gradients controlled by temperature gradients [@bib37]; (F) Gradients induced by shape [@bib50]; (G) Gradients induced by compression-relaxation [@bib11]; (H) Gradients induced by interstitial flow. P1≠P0 and the stress gradient was applied on the gel (yellow part) [@bib43]. (I) Gradients controlled by microfluidics [@bib6]; (J) Gradients built by 3D printing [@bib7]. VGEF = vascular endothelial growth factor; PEG = polyethylene glycol; TMSPMA = 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate; GelMA = gelatin methacryloyl.Figure 1

Different from stiffness gradients emphasise on the intrinsic properties of the hydrogel, stress/strain gradients rely on an external stimulus to generate an uneven distribution of stress/strain. Both radial and linear stress gradients can be established by compression-relaxation of the gel or introducing interstitial flow. The compression--relaxation constructs a radial stress gradient by compressing at the centre of the hydrogel ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G). The gradient was induced by a variation in the thickness resulted from the compression [@bib11]. On the other hand, the interstitial flow going through the gel (yellow part in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H) will bring about the stress gradients. The gradient can be more precisely controlled by the interstitial flow from a microfluidic system [@bib43]. As for the strain gradient, several methods have been proved to be practical, including direct stretching and vacuum sucking [@bib63], [@bib51].

Biochemical gradients {#sec3.2}
---------------------

Growth factors and extracellular proteins are two molecules commonly used in biochemical gradient hydrogels. The biochemical gradient is usually characterized by the concentration of the embedded molecules in hydrogels. Similar to stiffness gradients, automatic diffusion is applicable for creating a desired pattern of concentration distribution [@bib59]. Diffusion normally starts after the hydrogel has gelled. However, sustaining solution supply is necessary to prevent the formation of an equilibrium concentration because the molecules are not immobilised in this way [@bib25]. Biochemical substances can also be immobilised in the gradients generated by dynamic diffusion, microfluidics or 3D printing. For dynamic mixture, molecules are first mixed with hydrogel precursors and are entrapped after hydrogel gelation, retaining the desired gradient pattern [@bib20], [@bib28]. Similar to biophysical gradients, dynamic mixture reduces the time cost for fabricating biochemical gradients significantly from hours to minutes compared with automatic diffusion. Similarly, a tree-shaped microfluidics system is also able to mix the target molecule solution into a desired concentration gradient ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I). The gradient is established right after the solution flows through the channel. The biochemical molecule can be either directly immobilised onto the substrate at the output end or conjugated with the hydrogel precursor [@bib17], [@bib29]. However, the concentration of the molecule increases outlet by outlet of the microfluidic device. As a result, gradients produced are more similar to an integration of different concentrated hydrogel strips rather than a scaffold of a continuous gradient. Apart from the aforementioned techniques, 3D printing can also construct a biochemical gradient by extruding different concentrations of the material for each layer as illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}J [@bib7].

Hydrogels with gradients for stem cell sorting {#sec4}
==============================================

As mentioned previously, both biophysical and biochemical gradients of the ECM have an impact on cell migration, especially in terms of directionality and speed. Although how cells migrate under different patterns of gradients has been exhaustively studied, there are limited studies that apply such features to cell sorting. Published work about directional migration under either single or dual gradients has exhibited the possibility and applicability of such an idea. Theoretically, by seeding cells onto/into a hydrogel scaffold with certain gradients, directional migration of target cells will be initiated. While directional migration isolates a particular population of MSCs, targets cells with less stemness tend to lag behind the active MSCs, which leads to the failure of reaching the collection site. Consequently, the label-free cell sorting approach based on cell migration can be attained.

Single gradient {#sec4.1}
---------------

The single gradient can be broadly defined as having solely biophysical or biochemical gradients in the hydrogel scaffold. There are plenty of studies focussing on cell migration under single gradients ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). In the field of biochemical gradients, various molecules such as growth factors and chemokines have been used to guide cell migration. Owing to cellular chemotaxis, cells are intended to move towards the side with higher biomolecule concentration. In a platform with epidermal growth factor (EGF) gradients, adipose-derived stem cells migrated to the high EGF concentration were sorted out as higher chemotaxis for EGFs [@bib35]. In this study, the cells were primary cells isolated from rat subcutaneous adipose tissues. The selected stem cells with higher chemotaxis for EGFs are believed to have better stem cell homing to epidermal tissues that enhance the performance of cell therapy. For human bone marrow MSCs, they have chemotaxis towards a variety of tissue growth factors more than EGFs such as platelet-derived growth factor-AB, hepatocyte growth factor, vascular endothelial growth factor and insulin-like growth factor-1 [@bib44]. Through altering the chemoattractant used, different subpopulations of stem cells can be isolated for regenerating the corresponding tissues. It should be noted that the threshold and saturation exist in chemotaxis, which means that only the gradient within a certain range is able to stimulate directional cell migration [@bib67]. Although biochemical gradients allow high-selectivity isolation of subpopulation of active stem cells for different tissues, it is low in efficiency compared with the traditional label-based approach FACS. FACS takes typically 12--24 h whereas the directional migration of cells in biochemical gradients was reported to commence on the second day after cell seeding [@bib59].Table 1Migration behavioural analyses using gradients.Table 1ReferenceJournalGradient patternCell sourcesSelectivityEfficiencyBiochemical gradients[@bib17]*Langmuir*Surface gradient of laminin at 10/15/18/34 pg/dm^2^ ·μmCell line of rat small intestine epithelial cellOver 60% cells migrated towards the higher concentrated area.Cells migrated at a velocity of 8--12 μm/h.[@bib65]*Science*Relative concentration of interstitial CCL21 from 1 to 0.4 over 100 μmMature dendritic cells derived from mice bone marrowN.A.Cells migrated at a velocity of 60--120 μm/h;\
The velocity reduced with the increase in chemokines.[@bib67]*Small*Linear gradient of CXCL12 at 44 ng/mL·mmCell line of neural stem cellN.A.Cells migrated at a velocity around 51 μm/h.[@bib35]*RSC Advances*Linear gradient of epidermal growth factor at 57 ng/mL·mmPrimary stem cell derived from adipose tissues83% cells migrated towards the biochemical gradients.Significant cell migration to extraction target region after 24 h[@bib59]*Scientific Reports*Epidermal growth factor (0--50 ng/mL)Cell line of breast cancer cellsN.A.Cells migrated at a velocity around 9.6 μm/h.Biophysical gradients[@bib30]*Biophysical Journal*Stiffness gradient from 140 to 300 kdyn/cm^2^Cell line of fibroblastsN.A.Cell migration velocity increased from 26.4 to 32.4 μm/h with increase in stiffness.[@bib36]*Acta Biomaterialia*Linear stiffness gradient at 2 kPa/mmCell Line of MacrophagesMost of cells located to stiffer areas after 48 h.[@bib43]*Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America*Stress gradient caused by interstitial flowCell line of breast cancer cells47% of cells migrated against the flow (flow rate: 0.3 μm/s);\
24% of cells migrated against the flow (flow rate: 3 μm/s).Cells migrated at a velocity around 6 μm/h.[@bib62]*Biotechnology Journal*Stiffness (physiological gradient of 1 Pa/μm; pathological gradient of 10 Pa/μm; and step gradient of 100 Pa/μm)Cell line of mesenchymal stem cellsN.A.Physiological gradients: 3.0 ± 0.7 μm/h; pathological gradients:\
6.2 ± 0.6 μm/h;\
Step gradients: 18.0 ± 0.7 μm/h.[@bib19]*Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America*Linear stiffness gradient at 72 kPa/mmCell line of vascular smooth muscle cellsN.A.Cells migrated at a velocity around 14 μm/h.Dual gradients[@bib23]*ACS Biomaterials Science & Engineering*Step stiffness gradient from 46.7 kPa to 126.7 kPa;\
Step surface gradient of collagen from (1) 12.7 to 3.5 molecule/μm^2^\
(2) 23.9 to 3.5 molecule/μm^2^Cell line of fibroblasts(1) 62% of cells migrated to soft but high collagen concentration areas;\
(2) 73% of cells migrated to soft but high collagen concentration areas.(1) Cells migrated at a velocity around 11.10 μm/h;\
(2) Cells migrated at a velocity around 8.54 μm/h.[^1]

Stiffness gradients sort cells in a more efficient manner as directional migration of cells was observed within the first 24 h [@bib66], [@bib19]. Cells can be sorted based on their tendency to migrate to the environment of optimal stiffness. Nevertheless, because the porosity of a scaffold reduces with the rise in stiffness, biocompatibility of using stiffness gradients solely becomes a problem for a highly stiff scaffold [@bib21]. As a result, it may be difficult to perform further analysis such as screening on sorted cells inside the hydrogel. There is also some evidence showing that stress/strain gradients could guide cell migration. Breast cancer cells were observed to migrate against the stress gradient generated by interstitial flow when they were in a large group in high density [@bib43]. However, such behaviour seems to be density related because an opposite result appeared when the cells were in low density. Thus, it may be difficult to sort the target cell line out when it is in low density. Another crucial drawback of biophysical gradients regarding cell sorting is the selectivity. Durotaxis is common to most kinds of cells. In the existing studies on cell migration under biophysical gradients, cell sources are mainly cell lines. Hence, there is a lack of evidence on proving the possibility and feasibility of cell sorting based on biophysical gradients only. Instead of directly from a heterogeneous population, this method could be more effective for isolating stem cells with high-stemness from a homogeneous population.

Taken together, neither biochemical nor biophysical gradient methods can purify stem cells effectively on their own. Although biochemical gradients may have high selectivity in isolating cells, they are time-consuming. Although biophysical gradients require less time, they do not have high selectivity because durotaxis is common to most kinds of cells. Therefore, the combination of biochemical and biophysical gradients as dual gradients could be a better solution.

Dual gradients {#sec4.2}
--------------

Dual gradients can be described as embedding both biophysical and biochemical gradients into one hydrogel scaffold at the same time. The reason for the combination of the two factors is that both of them play an essential role in modulating stem cell migration [@bib21]. The gradient of chemoattractants is responsible for isolating a specific subpopulation of stem cells. On top of its selectivity, it is found to be more predominant in directing cell migration in a dual gradient system [@bib18]. This is because chemotaxis is more predominant in directing cell migration as observed by Hale et al [@bib18]. In that study, the direction of the biochemical (i.e., matrix protein) gradient was opposite to that of the biophysical gradient (i.e., stiffness). As the biochemical gradient increased, cells migrated to the site with high protein concentration, even though it was softer, following the biochemical gradient but opposing the biophysical gradient. In consequence, it is reasonable to sort out a certain cell type using the corresponding chemoattractants. As for the stiffness gradient, it is mainly for distinguishing cells with various motilities. The stiffness of the matrix is primarily regulating cell migration speed as it directly affects the spreading area of cells [@bib39]. In the meantime, the migration speed of senescent stem cells *in vitro* is three times as slow as the normal stem cells [@bib2]. The senescent stem cells are hence eliminated as they will lag behind the active stem cells in their migration on the scaffold with the stiffness gradient.

Several studies have claimed the success of creating dual gradients [@bib23], [@bib58], [@bib45], [@bib61]. To the best of our knowledge, most of the current studies on dual gradients used the photomask method to establish the biochemical and biophysical gradients. Because the two individual gradients are formed by light exposure, it is essential to prevent interference between the gradients. In the work carried out by Rape et al [@bib45], two lights of distinct wavelength were used to stimulate the formation of two individual gradients ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Another solution proposed in the work by carried out by Tong et al [@bib58] was to add the precursor of the second gradient after the gelation of the first gradient ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Although the present studies can generate a well-defined dual gradient hydrogel, the photo-crosslinking method limits its available materials. Especially, most of the biochemical molecules are not photosensitive. Such a method is further constrained as it requires the selection of crosslinkers with two distinctive initiating wavelengths to prevent interference.Figure 2(A) Two Distinct stimulating light to generate dual gradients [@bib45] (B) Overlaying the second gradient on the first gradient. SMCC = sulfo-sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate; DTT = dithiothreitol; NVP = N-vinylpyrrolidone.Figure 2

To address the aforementioned problems of making well-defined dual gradients, a combination of photomask and diffusion is suggested. A photomask is advanced in generating gradients in a customized pattern. In the meantime, automatic diffusion is the simplest method for the establishment of gradients applicable for almost all materials. The stiffness gradient can be created by a linear greyscale mask, whose greyscale decreases from one side to the other. Consequently, the hydrogel scaffolds will contain linear gradients of both biochemistry and biophysics. As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the chemoattractant for the target stem cells is pumping from one end of the hydrogel chip, establishing a biochemical gradient. For example, insulin-like growth factor-1 can be constructed for isolating active MSCs for orthopaedic surgery, which is a chemoattractant for MSCs and an essential hormone in bone growth. Only the target stem cells with the complementary receptor will migrate along the biochemical gradient. Because there is a stiffness gradient, senescent stem cells with less motility are likely to stop midway. As a result, only the active target cells are able to migrate across the stiffness gradients, reaching the end with the highest concentration of the chemoattractant. Because the cells are isolated by their own migration, it is reasonable to believe that these cells are still active and suitable for follow-up applications. Similar to what has been discussed by Natarajan et al., this kind of cells selected by migration would have a better therapeutic efficacy [@bib35]. Such a design is believed to be capable of sorting out the target cells while eliminating the senescent subjects.Figure 3Design of the dual gradients hydrogel scaffold.Figure 3

Compared with other existing methods, the proposed method has a better performance in selectivity, cost and efficiency. Taking advantages of intrinsic chemotaxis, the proposed method eliminates the labour-intensive process of labelling multiple biomarkers required in FACS. Because cells are passively sorted by the machine after labelling in FACS, dead but labelled cells can be mistaken as target cells. In addition, the adhesion test is still required after FACS on stem cells. In contrast to that, the proposed approach relies on the active and directional migration of cells on a hydrogel scaffold, and it owns better selectivity over FACS and waives the need for the adhesion test. Moreover, the cost is significantly reduced as only a constant supply of chemoattractants is needed to operate this device, whereas a bulky machine and numbers of antibodies are needed for FACS. According to the published work, the hydrogel scaffold with dual gradients could be fabricated within an hour. Meanwhile, the time for cell migration is expected to be around 10--24 h because the cell migration velocity is around tens of micrometre per hour. With the improvement in selectivity and similar operation time, the overall efficiency is increased. As for label-free methods based on biophysical properties of cells such as size, the precise selection of chemoattractant for this dual gradient method is able to isolate sub-population cells with higher selectivity. In short, the novel mechanism of the proposed method opens up a cost-effective and accurate isolation approach for MSCs to improve the therapeutic efficacy of cytotherapy.

Conclusion {#sec5}
==========

Isolating target stem cells from a heterogeneous mixture is a vital step in stem cell therapy. As the biochemical and biophysical gradients from the ECM have an effect on cell migration in terms of directionality and speed, they can be applied for label-free cell sorting. With the development of gradients fabrication, biochemical and biophysical gradient of different patterns can be created solely or dually. Therefore, hydrogels with gradients in the ECM provide a promising strategy for effective cell sorting. A well-defined dual gradient hydrogel chip including stiffness and biochemical molecules is believed to sort out desired and active population of cells without labelling. Such design is potential to be applied to sort out active MSCs and contributes to the improvement of their application in therapy.
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[^1]: N.A.: The study was conducted on a single-cell level. Hence, the data for selectivity are not applicable.
